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PART – A

Directions : Fill in the blank with suitable option from those provided below to make
the given sentence grammatically correct.

1. Neither the salesmen nor the marketing manager ———— of the system.
A) is favouring B) is in favour C) are in favour D) are for favour

Directions :The given sentence contains an error in the part in bold letters. Replace the
marked phrase with the option that best renders the meaning.

2. The new biography contains some startling insights about the man who was primarily
an author.
A) into the man B) of the man
C) into the character D) into the character of the man

Directions :  Out of the four alternatives, choose the one that can be substituted for the
given words/sentence in the following question:

3. A person with refined taste in food and wine.
A) puritan B) ascetic C) epicure D) novice

Directions :  Select, from the alternatives given under the keyword (word in capital
letters), a suitable word that conveys more or less the same meaning as the word in
capital letters.

4. EMANCIPATE
A) liberate B) anticipate C) pamper D) envisage

Directions :  Select, from the alternatives given under the keyword (word in capital
letters), a suitable word that is more or less opposite in meaning to the keyword.

5. PROFANE
A) volatile B) non-volatile C) useless D) sacred

Directions :  Choose the correct option from the four given below to complete the
following sentence.

6. I ___________ received any message from my friend by now.
A) isn’t B) wasn’t C) haven’t D) hadn’t

Directions :  Fill in the blanks with the option that best fits the meaning of the given
sentence as a whole.

7. Unfortunately, one of the side-effects of this newly found ___________ is wasteful
spending, a trend which has spread through society like a ___________ disease.
A) resources, mental B) security, physical
C) philosophy, physiological D) prosperity, communicable
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Directions : From the given parts P,Q,R,S which correct option, forms a meaningful
sentence?

8. P) a healthy ecosystem

Q) and is less likely

R) has lots of diversity

S) to be seriously damaged
A) PRQS B) PSRQ C) RQPS D) SRQP

Directions : Choose the correct substitute from the options, that best expresses the
meaning of the idiom/phrase marked in bold letters in the given sentence.

9. Sunita has bitten off more than she can chew.
A) over and above B) eating too much
C) beyond her capacity D) fallen badly

Directions : For the given word, match the dictionary definition on the left (PQRS) with
their corresponding usage on the right (1234). Out of the four possibilities given below
the table, select the correct combination that has all the definitions and usages most
closely matched.

10. DANGER
Dictionary Definition Usage

P. A cause of pain, injury or loss 1. There was widespread danger of disease.
Q. The condition of being susceptible 2. He moved out of danger.

to harm
R. A dangerous place or situation 3. There was a danger that Ashish would

do wrong.
S. A venture undertaken without regard 4. He feared the dangers of travelling

to injury by air.
A) P1, Q2, R3, S4 B) P4, Q3, R2, S1 C) P2, Q4, R3, S1 D) P1, Q4, R3, S2

11. Choose the appropriate answer for the following :
Palaeography : Writings : : Ichthyology : ?
A) Fishes B) Whales C) Oysters D) Mammals

12. Which number will come in the blank space ?
1, 9, 17, 33, 49, 73,  __
A) 97                           B)  98 C) 99 D) 100

13. Arun said, “This girl is the wife of the grandson of my mother.” Who is Arun to the
girl ?
A) Father B) Grandfather C) Husband D) Father-in-law
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14. A father is now three times as old as his son. Five years back, he was four times as
old as his son. The age of the son is
A) 12 B) 15 C) 18 D) 20

15. How many squares are there in the following figure ?

A) 16 B) 17 C) 25 D) 27

16. Select the most suitable synonym for REDEEM
A) heal B) regain C) improve D) obtain

17. Select the most suitable antonym for CATALYST
A) promoter B) assassin C) destroyer D) deterrent

18. Identify the meaning of idiom “Read between the lines”
A) have a reason to suspect B) consulted one another
C) have insight into a situation D) under consideration

19. Select the pair which shows the same relationship as the capitalized pair of words
MINUTE : HOUR
A) Drop : ocean B) People : crowd
C) Child : children D) Paise : rupee

20. Choose the correct option
7500 + ( 1250/50)  = ?
A) 175 B) 300 C) 6575 D) 7525

21. The average of all odd numbers upto 100  is
A) 49 B) 49.5 C) 50 D) 51

22. What percent of 7.2 kg is 18 gms ?
A) 0.025% B) 0.25% C) 2.5% D) 25%

23. A man buys a cycle for Rs. 1,400 and sells it at a loss of 15%. What is the selling
price of the cycle ?
A) Rs. 1,090 B) Rs. 1,160 C) Rs. 1,190 D) Rs. 1,202

24. If 2A = 3B and 4B = 5C, then A : C is
A) 4 : 3 B) 8 : 15 C) 15 : 8 D) 3 : 4

25. A and B can do a work in 8 days; B and C can do the same work in 12 days. A, B and
C together can finish it in 6 days. A and C together will do it in
A) 4 days B) 6 days C) 8 days D) 12 days
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PART – B

26. The graph that shows basic blocks and their successor relationship is called

A) Flow graph B) control graph C) DAG D) Euler graph

27. Consider the following combinational function block involving four Boolean
variables x, y, a, b where x, a, b are inputs and y is the output
f (x, y, a, b)
{
if (x is 1) y = a;
else y = b;
}

Which one of the following digital logic blocks is the most suitable for implementing
this function ?

A) Full adder B) Priority encoder C) Multiplexor D) Flip-flop

28. The relationship of data elements in a module is called

A) Coupling B) Modularity C) Cohesion D) Granularity

29. The equivalent post fix expression to the given infix expression: (A-B)*(D/E) is

A) ABDE-*/ B) AB-DE/* C) AB*DE-/ D) AB/*-DE

30. SRS is also known as specification of

A) White box testing B) Integrated testing

C) Stress testing D) Black box testing

31. For a channel of bandwidth of 3kHz and signal to noise ratio of 30dB, the maximum
data rate in bps is

A) 3000 B) 6000 C) 15000 D) 30000

32. The C language is

A) A context free language B) A context sensitive language

C) A regular language D) Parsable fully only by a Turing machine

33. What does the following fragment of C-program print ?

char c[] = “MAKE2016”;

char *p =c;

printf(“%s”, p + p[3] - p[1]) ;

A) MAKE2016 B) E2016 C) 2016 D) 016
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34. Given a declaration in C:
char p[]=“Have a nice day!”;
then sizeof(p) is:
A) 1 B) 2 C) 16 D) 17

35. A binary tree is represented using the array

A B C D E F G H I J ...

The in-order traversal of the tree is:
A) D H B E A F C I G J B) A B D H E C F G I J
C) A B D H E C F G I J D) None of above

36. Let p=3, q=11, n=33 and choose e=3. If all the characters of plain text are assigned
numeric value as per dictionary order starting ‘A’ with 1. Then according to RSA,
the character corresponding to ‘E’ in cipher text will be
A) A B) J C) P D) Z

37. MD5 algorithm generate hash value of length
A) 128 hexadecimal characters B) 64 hexadecimal characters
C) 32 hexadecimal characters D) 16 hexadecimal characters

38. The following is irreducible polynomial over GF(23)
A) x3+ x B)  x3+x2+1 C) x2+1 D) x2+x

39. Computation of ¼ (mod 23) is
A) 4 B) 5 C) 6 D) 7

40. The relation for greatest common divisor is
A) gcd(a,b)=gcd(b, a mod b) B) gcd(a,b)=gcd(a, a mod b)

C) gcd(a,b)=gcd(b, b mod a) D) gcd(a,b)=gcd(a, b mod a)

41. The ATM cell are ______ byte long
A) 32 B) 53 C) 64 D) 86

42. For slotted Aloha the maximum channel utilization is
A) 100% B) 72% C) 36% D) 18%

43. If milk is black then every crow is white. If every crow is white then it has four legs.
If every crow has four legs then every buffalo is white. The milk is black. Therefore
A) The milk is white B) Every buffalo is white
C) Every crow is not white D) Every buffalo is not white
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44. Consider the statement “Not all that glitters is gold”. Predicate glitters(x) is true if x
glitters and predicate gold(x) is true if x is gold. Which one of the following logical
formulae represents the above statement ?

A) ∀x: glitters(x) => ¬gold(x) B) ∀x: gold(x) =>  glitters(x)

C) ∃ x: gold(x)  ∧ ¬ glitters(x) D) ∃ x: glitters(x)  ∧ ¬gold(x)

45. The recurrence relation capturing the optimal execution time of the Towers of Hanoi
problem with n discs is
A) T(n) = 2T(n – 2) + 2 B) T(n) = 2T(n – 1) + n
C) T(n) = 2T(n/2) + 1 D) T(n) = 2T(n – 1) + 1

46. The identification and replacement of run time computations by compile time
computations is
A) local optimization B) loop optimization
C) constant folding D) data flow analysis

47. The amount of ROM needed to implement a 4 bit multiplier is
A) 2 Kbits B) 64 bits C) 128 bits D) 1 Kbits

48. For any two functions g(n) and f(n), f(n)=Θ (g(n)) iff

A) f(n) = O(g(n)) and f(n) = Ω (g(n)) B) f(n) = O(g(n)) or f(n) = Ω (g(n))

C) f(n) ≠  O(g(n)) but f(n) = Ω (g(n)) D) f(n) ≠  Ω (g(n)) but f(n) = O(g(n))

49. log2(n!) is

A) O (n log2n) B) Θ (n log2n) C) Ω  (n log2n) D) None of above

50. Which of the following is TRUE ?
A) Every relation in 3NF is also in BCNF
B) A relation R is in 3NF if every non-prime attribute of R is fully functionally dependent

on every key of R
C) Every relation in BCNF is also in 3NF
D) No relation can be in both BCNF and 3NF

51. Consider the relation sheme R={E, F, G, H, I, J, K, L, M, N} and the set of functional
dependency {EF→ G, F→ IJ EH → KL K→ M L→ N} on R. What is the key for R ?
A) {E,F} B) {E,F,H} C) {E,F,H,K,L} D) {E}

52. The complexity of Kruskal’s minimum spanning tree algorithm on a graph with n
nodes and e edges is
A) O(n) B) O(log n) C) O(e) D) O(e log n)

53. A connected multi graph has an Euler circuit if and only if each of its vertices has
A) even degree B) odd degree C) any degree D) same degree
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54. In an m-ary tree of height h there are at most

A) mh leaves B) hm leaves C) m*h leaves D) m+h leaves

55. An adjacency matrix representation of a graph cannot contain information of

A) nodes B) Edges

C) direction of edges D) parallel edges

56. Increasing the RAM of a computer typically improves performance because _______

A) Virtual memory increases B) Larger RAMs are faster

C) Fewer segmentation faults occur D) Fewer page faults occur

57. The result of evaluating the postfix expression 5, 4, 6, +, *, 4, 9, 3, /, +, * is

A) 600 B) 350 C) 650 D) 588

58. If a code is t-error correcting, the minimum hamming distance is

A) 2t+1 B) 2t C) 2t-1 D) t-1

59. Which of the following will be the sequence to search 98 in a binary search tree

A) 100, 50, 75, 60, 98 B) 100, 120, 90, 95, 98

C) 200, 70, 100, 95, 98 D) 75, 150, 90, 80, 98

60. If the address of A[1][1] and A[2][1] are 1000 and 1010 respectively and each

element occupies 2 bytes then the array has been stored in _________ order.

A) Row major B) Column major C) Matrix major D) Table major

61. A prime attribute of a relation scheme R is an attribute that appears

A) In all candidate keys of R B) Only in prime key of R

C) In a foreign key of R D) In some candidate key of R

62. Consider the following declaration of a ‘two-dimensional array in C:

char a[100][100];

Assuming that the main memory is byte-addressable and that the array is stored

starting from memory address 0, the address of a[40][50] is

A) 4040 B) 4050 C) 5040 D) 5050
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63. The value returned by f(1) for the following C function:

int f(int n) {
static int i = 1;
if (n >= 5)
 return n;
n = n+i;
i++;
 return f(n); }
A) 5 B) 6 C) 7 D) 8

64. C++ templates requires to implement
A) generalized stacks B) generalized queues
C) generalized trees D) generalized hash

65. In the IPv4 addressing format, the number of networks allowed under Class C
addresses is
A)  214 B) 27 C) 221 D) 224

66. In pure ALOHA, channel utilization, expressed as throughput S, in terms of the
offered load G is given by
A) S=Ge-2G B) S=Ge-G C) S=Ge-½G D) S=Ge-¼G

67. The encoding scheme used by Ethernet is
A) RS-232 B) Bi-phase Manchester
C) Quadrature Phase Shift Keying D) QAM-64

68. Physical layer of 802.3 standard supports
A) 3 segments B) 4 segments C) 5 segment D) 7 segments

69. The maximum segment length in 10-BASE-FL Ethernet standard using multimode
fiber optic cable (125/62. m5μ ) is

A) 185 meters B) 200 meters C) 500 meters D) 2000 meters

70. Which protocol is suitable for Real-time applications
A) CSMA/CD B) Token Passing C) Pure-ALOHA D) Slotted-ALOHA

71. In Ethernet (IEEE 802.3) the performance of STAR and BUS topology is same because
A) collision domain of all the nodes in a LAN is common
B) fault tolerance of both the topologies is the same
C) maximum segment length in both the topologies is the same
D) maximum number of nodes to be hooked in both topologies is the same
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72. The error status code 500 in HTTP protocol refers to the following error message

A) No content present B) Page moved

C) Forbidden page D) Internal server error

73. To test logical connection between two hosts, the ping utility sends

A) HELLO packet B) BYE packet C) ECHO packet D) None of the above

74. Which of the following is not an operator in JavaScript ?

A) = B) == C) === D) ^

75. In JavaScript x=”5"+5 yields _____

A) 5 B) 55 C) 10 D) Error

76. The tag <A HREF=”intro.htm” TARGET = “_blank”> Introduction </A> displays

the contents of the page “intro.htm” in

A) New window of the browser B) Current window of the browser

C) Dialog box D) None of the above

77. Default port for https:// is

A) 80 B) 8080 C) 40 D) 443

78. In the following entry of DNS resource record

“cs.ju.ernet.in   86400    IN    CNAME     jmu.ju.ernet.in”

CNAME stands for

A) Client name B) Computer name

C) Canonical name D) Country name

79. The components in domain name can be of length

A) 15 character B) 31 character C) 63 character D) 127 character

80. The message format of ARPANET e-mail is defined in

A) RFC 821 B) RFC 822 C) RFC 1939 D) RFC 1231

81. The following symbol is used as universal selector in CSS

A) # B) * C) $ D) @
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82. In CSS, 1 inch is equal to how many points ?

A) 72 B) 34 C) 52 D) 26

83. Which one of the following statement is false ?

A) Context-free languages are closed under union

B) Context-free languages are closed under concatenation

C) Context-free languages are closed under Kleene closure

D) Context-free languages are closed under intersection

84. Suppose that a given application is run on a 64-processor machine and that 70

percent of the application can be parallelized. Then the expected performance

improvement using Amdahl’ s law is

A) 4.22 B) 3.32 C) 3.22 D) 5.22

85. Which one of the following is not true

A) 2D rotation and scaling is commutative

B) Two 2D rotations about the origin are commutative

C) two scaling transformations are commutative

D) simultaneous shearing in both directions is not equal to the composition of pure

shear along x-axis followed by pure shear along y-axis

86. Consider a raster system with the resolution of 1024 x 768 pixels and the color

palette calls for 65,536 colors. What is the minimum amount of video RAM that the

computer must have to support the above-mentioned resolution and number of colors ?

A) 1.0 MB B) 1.5 MB C) 2.0 MB D) 2.5 MB

87. Software risk estimation involves following two tasks

A) Risk magnitude and risk impact B) Risk probability and risk impact

C) Risk maintenance and risk impact D) Risk development and risk impact

88. A language L = {1, 01, 10, 010, 0010, …} is represented by the following regular

expression

A) (0*10*) B) 0*10*1 C) (0+10*1)* D) (0+10*)
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89. The regular expression corresponding to the FA given below is

3Start 1 2
1 1

0

0

0,1

A) (0*10*)

B) (0+10)*11(0+1)*

C) 0*10*1(0+10*1)*

D) 0* + 0*10*1(0+10*1)*

90. Which is not true for regular expressions

A) (L*)* =  L* B) Ø* = Ø C) Ø* = ε D) LØ = Ø

91. What does PCDATA stands for in XML’s DTD ?

A) Personal Computer DATA B) Personal Coded DATA

C) Parsable Character Data D) Phase Changed DATA

92. Which of the following is true ?

A) P is subset of NP B) NP is subset of P

C) P and NP are equal D) NP is subset of NP hard

93. The upper bound on the time complexity of the nondeterministic sorting algorithm

is

A) O(n log n)  B) O(n)    C) O(1) D) O( log n)   

94. Consider the instance of the knapsack problem: n=5, (p1, p2, p3, p4, p5)=(30, 20,

100, 90, 160) and (w1, w2, w3, w4, w5)=(5, 10, 20, 30, 40). The knapsack has a

capacity 60. What is the maximum profit earned by greedy technique ?

A) 230   B) 260 C) 250 D) 270                      
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95. The solution of the recurrence relation, T(n)= 2T(n/2) + 10n, in asymptotic terms by

Master theorem is

A) T(n) = Θ(nlogn)  

B) T(n) = Θ (logn)

C) T(n) = Θ (n2)

D) T(n) = Θ (n)     

96. Consider four files with the following lengths

File1=6, File 2=7, File 3=2, File 4=5.

What is the optimal cost of merging using the greedy approach?

A) 48 B) 40 C) 75 D) 60

97.  The total number of nodes in the 8-queens state space tree is

A) 40320 B) 69281 C) 69280 D) 40321

98. How many solutions are possible for a 4-queens problem ?

A) 2 B) 3 C) 4 D) 5

99. How many comparisons are required to find the maximum and minimum element in

an array of n elements using the divide and conquer approach ?

A) 2n-1 B) 2n-2 C) (3n/2)-1 D) (3n/2) -2

100. Which of the following method is taking overcharge for some operations in amortized

analysis ?

A) Aggregate method B) Accounting method          

C) Potential method D)  both (A) and (C)

————————
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SPACE  FOR  ROUGH  WORK


